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Many families today find a need for more and more storage. With a young and growing family there
is often a requirement for attic space or more cupboards to store all that 'stuff'. With many teenagers
turning into twenty-somethings but who remain living at home with the folks, where do they put
things? For an ever increasing number of people the answer is an extension to their home. This will
certainly add value to your home and no doubt solve that problem of lack of storage space. But
home extensions are not cheap. And will the kids be around long enough to actually use the new
rooms?

A far less costly alternative is to purchase a steel shed. Much of the material you can't fit into your
house or garages can be transferred to your steel shed. This new steel storage building can be
placed in your backyard and be pretty much whatever size and shape you desire. Steel is a brilliant
product; it is strong but flexible, it is durable and can withstand harsh weather conditions and steel
sheds are definitely price competitive.

Your steel garage can be made secure enabling you to safely store important and valuable items.
You can paint it or have it painted in a wide range of appealing colours - to match your surrounds -
or have plants by the sides making your steel garage in your back garden part of the scenery. It can
be an attractive part of your property and allow you to find a sensible and safe place to store those
things which are cluttering up your house. The shed will definitely add value to your property and
help restore calm within the home now that the cupboards are no longer overflowing.

There are many garage designs from which to choose and if you fancy some DIY activity, you can
purchase your steel sheds in kit form and construct the building yourself. That equates to a terrific
saving on your bottom line figures.

The type and intensity of the weather be it wind, rain, hail or sun will not affect the contents of your
steel shed. The material is ideal to withstand the harshest of climates and whatever you have stored
is well and truly protected. And whenever you want to retrieve some stored material, itâ€™s only a short
stroll into your garden to do what has to be done. And with the price of steel a shed is a real steal.
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Stacy Weber - About Author:
Looking for a double lock up garage? Visit www.sheds.com.au and view Wide Span Sheds large
range of a Garages and a Sheds, available in a range of sizes, designs and colours. For more
information contact your Wide Span Sheds representative today on 1300 94 33 77.
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